
Hulk  Hogan  Says  He’s
Wrestling  At  Wrestlemania
XXXII
Well  that certainly would be big, but they better have the
perfect opponent for him.  Even if it’s Hulk Hogan, I really
don’t want to see him out there at 62, unless it’s in a tag
match or something where he can come in, do his big spots and
let someone else do the ending.

Smackdown  Moving  To  USA  In
January 2016
That’s  quite the upgrade for them.  It’s also a good sign for
WWE as NBC wants another show on a bigger network.  SyFy never
fit for a wrestling show anyway.

WWE  Wants  Stephanie  McMahon
vs.  Ronda  Rousey  At
Wrestlemania XXXII
This would be…..different. I  think you can see the major
issue here: without a small army helping her, Stephanie would
be lucky to last ten seconds in there from bell to bell.  I
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know that sounds like a cliche, but the top competition the
UFC can get for Rousey barely makes it fifteen seconds.

Now I know this is wrestling and Stephanie would cheat like
there was no tomorrow and would probably have Rousey next to
dead  before  she  went  after  her,  but  this  is  pushing  the
boundaries of reality a bit too far for me.  Stephanie can
work a good match for a Diva, but if they’re really going to
try and sell this as Rousey is out of her element, they’re in
for a long night.  Fans aren’t going to buy Stephanie as any
sort  of  a  favorite  in  a  match
http://onhealthy.net/product-category/womens-health/ where you
can win by submission and have the match on a flat surface,
and we know Rousey can strike as well.  I’d be against the
idea, but there’s a slight chance it could be done right.

By right, I of course mean Rousey snapping Stephanie’s arm in
about 19 different places and Stephanie taking a long hiatus
from TV, not showing up the next night and yelling.  Or
holding her arm to her side one segment and waving it over her
head the next time she’s on screen.  That would just be dumb. 
Like, as dumb as emasculating Sting and raving about how she
and Andre the Giant were friends and how it would disrespect
Andre’s legacy to have one of the biggest stars of all time in
a match dedicated to Andre’s memory.  We’re talking that level
of dumb.
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